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selling meaning in negative space



thought is a challenge to what this thought is

this statement was on the point of collapse when your reading commenced

this line is the lost opportunity you never had

a careful reading of the self
offers a menu of glowing dust
on a mirror {46,

he rs wearing full body armour
made from fingernails from those he saved

& their fingernails are still growing tet

he never talks without being asleep in his own words

he talks miracles down from their own end

in defence of the head i cut it off

nowadays they just eat the heads cold (34-)

i am not all the reasons i am

i sing to myself in the wrong room til i'm dead

i burn safely til i'm lit e5-)

what you can't see behind this page

is the same dog is the same dog
barking rhetoric through your head o0-)

there are no ghosts in this exhlbitlon

these prayers are not satisfied with his life



ghosts are not in these walls ghosts are these walls
ghosts are not on these walls ghosts are these walls
only ghosts are exhibited

only walls
can be seen
where ghosts were
not held
against their will
was also their way
out (57-)

every breath the punctl-line in this long running joke against definition

if nothing else these words provide instruction on how to trip silence

trip the silence trip
the silence trip the
silence TRIP the silence
trip the silence trip
the silence TRIP the
silence trip the silence
trip the silence TRIP €a-)

punished to a solitary breath
every thing forgiven is given to him
in a bag of air imprisoned
for just such an occasion
the occasion is just
what is called a life not yet PumPed
from the scrotum of a male clock

inexplicably the sake in for the sake of has been reached

when i'm this tired i can only be asleep inside my own erection t24)

hot & cold taps
supplant eye sockets
in a skull
to drip
the absolute
through a hole
in hls hand t2o-l



in less functional circumstance a scream could be inserted here

this is what happens when premonition loses its keys

the spare key is under the mat but the mat is on fire

as only a notion can
it tramples the marigolds
in the front garden
visors its hands over its face
to squint through its sole window
to see buckets of tears
being thrown over tomorrow's sunset (67-)

in continuing to read these words
you are their primary source of damage

you have just rewritten them all in all possible ways

you have just reread your own absence (30-)

another deaf cloud said what before i could say nothing

the primary witness to all this was standing here

the witness fled as your reading approached

this vacancy created can now be filled with somethlng else

perhaps an open ended aphorism which could be true but isn't

a short notice at short notice

DENIAL IS THE SUREST PATH TO ADMISSION (50_)

another fashion for mixing concrete with the tongue



another way of turning leaves into platelets for the blood es-)

don't listen don't listen don't
listen don't listen don't listen
don't listen don't listen don't
escape (16-)

what was held in thls sentence is now lost to you

it's about now
that we get to see
the hero
accuse his own skin
of lying t27)

at night
anchors are thrown out
from the corners of his eyes
to moor his head to its pillow

simply wrlting the word lost does not guarantee i won't be found in this sentence

i was given a carry bag for the hemispheres \24)

to determine the weight of the stone
observe the size of the hand
about to throw it u7-)

he throws the dice
knowing the dice
will never land

(19-)

this bhie square
has been placed here
as a device to distract
the flow of your reading

this is not a blue square {n)



to the left of the left margin
you will see the bodies
at the base of the cliff o8-)

to the right of the right margin
you will see the queue
beginning its ascent ns,

a lull in proceedings has been identified

it is suggested that you continue to dig up these words with this shovel

while i pan for the full stop made of gold

my feet ask more questions of me than I do

even drowned you can still strain yourself out of the water (21-)

he can only fall
if the earth is put back
beneath his feet u3-)

the seven wounded heads of memory
each the shape of the thing forgotten

or did i say

each shape the thing forgotten

or to recall or

the fainter if the fainter the recall the stronger the glue for the door

if you show me the door
i'11show you how all three of us were found
holding hands in this grave rc)

a memory had is had had no memory had is had no where is had had no thing



he attends the funeral of text but is not there

death forged this signature to tell itself apart (t8-)

CONGRATULATIONS

you are now standing in the room
where souls are marked with a felttip pen for surgery

you will be asked to undress until
your bones are suffused with enough lead to
enable you to fallpainlessly through
the unushering floor of this paginate hotel

when no one is left every one is there (55-)

HOWEYER

i collect his sweat in a teaspoon
from the bottom corner of a mirror
under the threat of invasion ue-)

not flnding enough animals
to drink enough blood
aspurt via his index fingers
his conscience swells
to the size of a small planet

veins were the first thread

shadows the first cloth (e-)

if you do not answer this question i'11 know you are here o2-)



this red square is
another less suprlsing attempt
to squarumvent your eyes
by making them bypass
more purposeful markings
that would seek to form
your overall reading

this red square is red

yes these rayon folds are inside the only eye i claim to recognise

yes as large as it is i will carry this pandanus tree to the underworld

while cutting the toenails of the hero
my own toenails grow straight into the ground (15-)

he is tying knots in the throats of arrows
until the targets confess os-)

to replicate the head
into enough arrows
to allow St Sebastian
to grin sustenance
into a welltargeted meal
without cold confession \22)

if you kneel your legs will explode

he has been arrested by light
hls body is being turned away
for all & no one to see
his wrists cuffed with the infinite

every button
has just been ripped off
every shirt in the world
by the realisation

l2s)

you have walked this far with candles between your toes



that every shirt is a spy
correcting the grammar
in every torso
but one (n)

when i am again one atom
he will again be the one
to split me as a private sun
unskilled in every blindness

the reader has been defined the reader has
the reader has been defined the reader has

(23)

been defined do not define the reader
been defined do not define the t29)

on even numbered days of the week you are asked to use ending one

ending one

braiding live earthworms into a loam-hungry sheet
he lies down to wait for no one to wait for him (35-)

total occupation (bruised)

total occupation (unbruised)

on odd numbered days of the week you are asked to use ending two

ending two

braiding live earthworms into a loam-hungry sheet
he lies down to wait for one no to wait for him (35-)

= 7266-

= zefo


